
 Background Notes - RailView 2 (Compiled May 1994) 

Welcome to RailView 2! We at TRAINS ALIVE hope that you enjoy the second DVD 
in our ongoing programme of showing everyday train running. RailView 2 looks at 
operations from the beginning of January until June, 1993. Many changes have taken 
place on the railways of NSW in the short time since the shots in this video were taken: 
a number of the locomotives and passenger trains portrayed have already seen their last 
days of service, converting “current” scenes into “archival” ones! 

RailView 2 looks at each railway “Region” in turn, and, within each, the scenes follow 
each other, on the whole, in chronological order. So it is possible, for example, to have 
a scene at Picton followed by one at Tahmoor and then another one back at Picton! Of 
course, a number of scenes have been photographed in the one place on the one day, for 
example at Wingello, where there is plenty of activity within a few hours! 

Since trains are not particularly quiet, especially when they are working uphill, the 
volume controls on your television set should be left at a fairly high level! 

[Title Scene]: The week beginning 27.12.1992 saw the Short North Line closed for 
intensive track work. A number of freight trains ran via the Western Line. On 
Saturday 2nd January 1993, No. 6168 , hauled by 8035, 8002 and 4446, was 
one of these runners. It is seen approaching “Sodwalls Curve”, approximately 
16 kms west of Wallerawang (171 kms west of Sydney), on a generally 1 in 75 
rising gradient. 

[Scene No.1]: The same train is now rounding the well known curve. 

[2]:  The “Oil Train” (No. 8331) is a favourite for photographers, since it runs on 
Saturdays, and largely in daylight. 8331 runs from Sydney to Dubbo and, 
more often then not, conveys general freight as well as its tanker waggons. 
On this day, Saturday 2nd January 1993, it consisted of tankers only and was a 
rather light load for the rather massive quintet of loco power: 8013 + 44216 + 
4465 + 4466 + 44203. Obviously some of the locos were being returned to the 
North. The train is seen running through Wallerawang “Yard”.  Gradient level 
becoming 1 in 90. 

[3]:  The same train is now seen near the top of the 5 km climb, largely at 1 in 40, 
usually called Tumulla Bank, which begins 2+ kms from George’s Plains, a 
safeworking station some 12 kms west of Bathurst (240 kms west of Sydney). 
This bank takes its name from the now abandoned loop and signal box about 
half way up the climb. 8331 has been making fairly slow progress, considering 
its massive motive power combination, and it seems that all is not 100% with 
the largely ageing locomotives! 

 The short straight that the train is entering is at 1 in 120, and this is followed, 
out of sight, by another (short) stretch of 1 in 40, signalling the virtual end of 
the bank. 



[4]:  8025 + 8032 on a Down Wallerawang Colliery Branch train. This now 
infrequently used line leaves the main Western line at Cox’s River Junction, a 
short distance east of Wallerawang, and heads north for approximately 8 kms 
to the remains of Western Main Colliery. Other collieries formerly served by 
this branch include Commonwealth Collieries Nos 1 and 2 and Wallerawang 
Colliery itself. All these mines are now closed, and this train is picking up coal 
at grass near the end of the line. The train is being cautiously worked by the two 
80 class locos, a class that monopolises working on the West.       (13-2-93) 

[5]:  48165 + 48138 + 48140 + 48121 on 8331, approaching and passing the site of 
the former Marrangaroo station, approximately 9 kms west of Lithgow. The 
line is rising at 1 in 80 after a 1 in 100 descent and a short level stretch to cross 
Middle River. The Alcos are throwing out their familiar black smoke as they 
power up to climb the short grade to Marrangaroo Tunnel.       (13-2-93) 

 8331 (now 8321) is a train, which, over the years, has had a large variety in its 
combinations of motive power. Two of the three examples in RailView 2 are 
four 48s. Multiple 48s is now a fairly common combination on our railways, 
but at least the 48s in this shot include 48165 with its Bicentennial colours! 48s 
are the most widespread class of locomotive in NSW and they therefore crop 
up almost everywhere one is photographing. The class provides us with quite a 
collection of colour schemes (which are in all kinds of conditions), and because 
of their reliability and versatility there is no doubt about their appeal to railway 
enthusiasts and operating staff alike! 

 Future editions of the RailView series that look at the years from 1988 to 1991 
will feature a number of “mouth watering” combinations of loco power for the 
“Oil Train”! 

[6]:  The same train climbing Tumulla Bank at the same location as [3]. 

[7]:  8331 has now crossed the Up Central West XPT at Murrobo, about 3.5 kms east 
of Blayney (290 kms west of Sydney) and is accelerating downhill. The very 
strong wind is blowing the smoke in a display reminiscent of steam! 

[8]:  8015 + 8042 + 8035 + 48105 on 7SA1 near the very top of Tumulla Bank, a little 
over 1 km west of [6]. The three 80s display three colour schemes: tuscan, candy 
(particularly pleasing on this class - very few received it) and Freight Rail blue. 
7SA 1 (now 7SA5) is an interstate train running from Sydney to Adelaide. It was 
already approaching the vantage point as the photographers were returning from 
Murrobo and the shot is hand held!       1 in 40.       (13-2-93) 

[9]:  8112 + 48110 + 4808 + 4830 + 4895 on 8331 at Wambool. Between Locksley 
and Wambool, the Western line describes a number of reverse curves, rising at 
1 in 66. This shot was taken about 3 kms on the Wambool side of Locksley (214 
kms west of Sydney), at a favourite vantage point for linesiders. This site is now 
not so popular since the S.R.A. installed fences and locked gates, possibly to 
keep out trail bike riders who were worrying engine drivers.       (25-5-93) 

[10]:  The same train (but without the 81, which would have been detached at Bathurst) 
on Tumulla Bank at the same location as [8]. 



[11]:  The only time that 422 class locos are seen (and heard!) on the Western Line is on 
special workings, such as ballast trains. On two consecutive days in June 1993, a 
422 + 44 class combination graced the Blue Mountains! 

 On the 8th of June, a ballast train hauled by 42213 and 4468 is seen on the 1 in 50 
grade beside the Woodford Bends of the Great Western Highway (approximately 89 
kms west of Sydney). 

[12]:  On the 9th of June, 42214 and 4401 are the stars, as they are seen on the 1 in 33  
-1 in 48 about 1 km west of Woodford, an Interurban swiftly descending the grade 
past them. 

[13]:  8639 + 8601 + a very dead 4628 on Up Speedfreight (8376 ) from Dubbo, descending 
the 1 in 60 between Valley Heights and Warrimoo, about 75 kms west of Sydney. 
(23-2-93) 

[14]:  Up DMU (KR34) on the Illawarra line some 4 kms on the Gerringong side of Berry 
(141 kms from Sydney). The line rises on a short gradient of 1 in 165 through 
pleasant rural countryside (like much of this most picturesque line).       (14-1-93) 

[15]:  4807 leading two other 48s on Up Freight at the same location as [14]. The daily (M. 
to S.) Down lIIawarra Freight, which runs at night, mainly conveys milk empties and 
waggons of containers. The containers (of flour), which have come from Gunnedah 
(North West) and Manildra (Western Line), are conveyed to the Manildra Group at 
Bomaderry for further processing. The Up train (9330) takes milk to Sydney and the 
empty containers back for their connecting services.       (14-1-93) 

[16]:  Three 48s on 9330 at Dunmore (111 kms from Sydney). The line starts rising at 1 
in 75 soon after Dunmore and steepens to 1 in 50. The busy Princes Highway and 
the lush green lIIawarra hinterland provide the backdrop for the view of 9330 as it 
makes its slow but steady ascent of the grade. As the grade steepens and the line 
becomes a little closer to the camera, the pace becomes slower and the exhaust of 
the 48s becomes louder. The scene is a long one, as the train is unusually lengthy, but 
the whole train is included for those who wish to see (and count?) all the waggons. 
The more impatient viewers can fast forward!       (19-1-93) 

[17]:  42203 on Up Goulburn-Sydney Passenger (SL52) leaving Picton (82 kms south of 
Sydney). The vantage point is a favourite one with photographers in the mornings, 
but access is now severely limited by the ubiquitous CityRail fence! Such trains as 
SL52 are now in their last period of service as Endeavour railcar sets progressively 
take over City Rail outer suburban and country services.       (17-2-93) 

[18]:  4487 on Up Canberra Express (SL20) approaching and passing through Tahmoor 
station (91 kms south of Sydney). At this time in 1993, 44 class were not common 
on the South, and the appearance of 4487 on the Canberra Express was a pleasant 
surprise. These Country Link loco hauled trains have now been replaced by Xplorer 
railcar sets.       (17-2-93) 



[19]:  Soon after the Up Express passes through, the Down train (SL21) speeds 
through Tahmoor, with the usual 422 class, in this case 42219. Down trains 
have been approaching Tahmoor on a long climb at 1 in 75, which ends just 
before the station.       (17-2-93) 

 While cloudy weather is often considered unsuitable for railway photography, 
rain usually provides uniform lighting and allows one to photograph “from 
the wrong side”! The previous two shots and the following two illustrate the 
pleasing effect of rainy weather, with its soft and even light. 

[20]:  8172 on Down freight (3241) passing through Tahmoor.       (17-2-93) 

[21]:  8183 on Up Wheat train passing through Tahmoor.       (17-2-93) 

[22]:  42209 on Up Passenger (SL50) leaving Picton. This shot captures an all stainless 
steel train, with Tulloch cars and an “interstate” power van. The Tulloch cars 
were originally self propelled cars, which were unsuccessful when first placed 
in service and were subsequently converted into very comfortable loco hauled 
cars. They were first used as such on the Illawarra, but were transferred to 
the South after the cessation of loco hauled through trains on the Illawarra in 
January 1991.       (27-2-93) 

[23]:  Two V/Line G Class on Up Interstate Superfreighter (6MB4) passing through 
Picton.       (27-2-93) 

[24]:  4801 + 4803 + 4812 + 4855 on Up (loaded) Tahmoor Colliery train some 3 kms 
south of Picton. Because of work on the line, two detonators can be heard and 
the train gradually slows down as it descends the 1 in 75 grade.       (27-2-93) 

[25]:  42219 on Up Passenger (SL56) leaving Tahmoor. The impressive sound of a 
422 “notching up” is clearly heard as the train roars past, accelerating down the 
1 in 75.       (27-2-93) 

[26]:  Up Riverina XPT (ST16) approaching Tahmoor.       (27-2-93) 

[27]:  DEB set on Up local Passenger (SR36?) about 1 km south of Douglas Park 
(70kms south of Sydney).       (8-4-93) 

[28]:  Sydney Express (SL2), worked by 8002 and G 27, at the same place as [27]. The 
use of an 80 class on this train was certainly not common in latter years, the 
usual locos being 81 sand Gs. The overnight express services between Sydney 
and Melbourne are now operated by XPTs.       (8-4-93) 

[29]:  4886 + 8006 On Down (empty) Clinker train from Maldon (Blue Circle 
Southern Cement Works), approaching Picton. The sound of the locos can be 
heard as they power up in the distance to tackle the grades south of Picton.  
(8-4-93) 

[30]:  42220 on Down Canberra Express (SL21) south of Yerrinbool (113 kms south 
of Sydney), crossing the Old Hume Highway.       1 in 75.       (8-4-93) 



 Scenes [31] to [39] were shot just north of Wingello station (174 kms south of 
Sydney) on 8th April 1993. Wingello is still staffed for safeworking, and one 
can tell that a train is not far away when the signals are set to clear. This is a 
great help to photographers! 

 Trains approach Wingello from Penrose, to the north, on a 1.5 kms grade of 1 in 
71, followed by a short downhill stretch of 1 in 66, then level and then a short 
1 in 66 up through the station. There is then a short level stretch followed by a 
2.9 km descending grade of 1 in 66, followed by lighter grades as trains head 
towards Goulburn. 

 The gradients on either side of Wingello mean that trains are working as they 
approach, especially on the Up, with its longish stretch of 1 in 66. 

 Wingello has both Down and Up Refuges and can at times be a very busy place. 
Viewers who wish to read about activities at Wingello are referred to an article 
by Greg Blackwell in the A.R.H.S. DIGEST of May 1993, pp. 176-179. 

[31]:  3801 on Down special train to Melbourne. While RailView videos cover day 
today operations and do not normally include private special trains, we certainly 
do not shun such running if it happens to occur where we are photographing! 

[32]:  42208 + 42207 on Up (loaded) Limestone train (from Blue Circle Southern 
Cement Medway Quarries). 

[33]:  Up Riverina XPT (ST16). 

[34]:  48103 + 8155 on Down Wheat (8W43). 

[35]:  8156 on Up Freight (2422?) 

[36]:  42219 + 42218 on Down (empty) Limestone. 

[37]:  Down Riverina XPT (ST15). This train is travelling quite fast and certainly 
raises the dust as it passes through the station! 

[38]:  42220 on Up Canberra Express (SL22). 

[39]:  8153 + 8155 on Down Interstate Superfreighter from Brisbane to Melbourne 
(4BM5). 

[40]:  42215 on Down Canberra Express (SL21), some 3+ kms south of Picton.  
1 in 75.       (17-4-93) 

[41]:  4463 + 4458 + 4403 + 48103 on Dubbo Oil Train (8331), which, on this day, 
17-4-93, was running via the South because of a Western Line shutdown. Same 
location as [40]. 

[42]:  4810 + 4811 + 4830 + 4814 on Down Albury Speedfreight (2339) approaching 
Tahmoor.       1 in 75.       (17-4-93) 

[43]:  48104 + 4822 + 4841 + 4808 on Down (empty) Tahmoor Colliery train at the 
same location as [42].       (17-4-93) 



[44]:  8176 + 4512 on Up Tahmoor coal train at the same location. The 45 class, which 
had been in storage at Junee, were returned to service in April - June 1993 
to supplement the loco fleet as it handled more and more traffic, principally 
because of the large wheat harvest.       (17-4-93) 

[45]:  4914 + 4901 + 4903 + 4904 on Down Tahmoor Coal at the same location. 49s 
are very popular with enthusiasts and are keenly followed. Like the 422 class, 
the 49s are noted for their powerful and distinctive exhaust beat, although here 
the driver’s liberal use of the horn somewhat overshadows that sound! 

 The whole length of this empty coal train is included, as it is in scene [43], so 
that those who are keen can time the 4 48s against the 4 49s, following each 
other as they did on this particular Saturday. 

[46]:  42202 on Up Canberra Express (SL22) about 4 kms south of Picton on a very 
blustery Winter’s day. For once, the 422 class is captured running downhill, 
without its distinctive exhaust beat, but one can clearly hear the dynamic brake 
in action.       (12-6-93) 

[47]:  8003 + 8041 + 4496 + 44233 on SuperFreighter (7SP5) at the same location.  
This Saturday Sydney-Perth train almost always travels via the South.  
(12-6-93) 

[48]:  4401 + 4892 + 4845 on Albury Speedfreight (2339) coming through Picton 
“Yard”, just north of the station.       (12-6-93) 

[49]:  8151 + 4451 On Down Tahmoor Coal train at the same location as [46].  
(12-6-93) 

[50] and [51]: At the Quipolly crossing loop (400 kms from Sydney) on the main 
Northern Line), 48126, 48129 and 48164 on No. 5435 Ballast train from 
Ardglen to Werris Creek cross 4483 and 4838 on No. 5282 Speedfreight from 
Tamworth to Sydney. 5435’s departure is quickly followed by that of 5282. 
(4-3-93) 

[52]:  5282 is now seen approaching Ardglen, at the top of the 7 km climb, mostly at 
1 in 40, of the Liverpool Range, which is a part of the Great Dividing Range. 
Most trains require pusher assistance from Willow Tree for this climb, but the 
Speedfreight, regretfully, is not heavy enough for this. 

[53] and [54]: Gunnedah - Newcastle Coal train (C226), with 8138 and 8120 in the lead, 
comes to a stop at Willow Tree, where banking locos 3518, 3527 and 3513 come 
on to lend their assistance for the climb to Ardglen. When the train receives the 
all clear and the colour light signal shows green (Centralised Traffic Control 
covers the Northern Line from Broadmeadow to Werris Creek), the heavy train 
departs. We follow it as it gradually builds up speed and then we swing back 
to view the three bankers as they approach and pass the camera. As they roll 
towards the points at the Sydney end of the yard, they notch up and really start 
pushing hard as we capture them in telephoto charging into the distance. 



 Viewers will notice a difference in colour and tone between [53] and [54]. In the 
first scene, the sun is still shining, albeit fairly weakly, as it nears the horizon. In 
the second scene, it is well past sunset and the camera compensates for the relative 
darkness, so that everything seems almost brighter. Unfortunately, it was simply 
too dark by the time the train reached Ardglen for any photographing to take 
place. It is expected that a future RailView DVD will make up for this!     (3-3-93) 

[55]:  Down Northern Tablelands XPT (NT23) about 5 kms south of Werris Creek 
(411 kms from Sydney). The passenger services on the Northern Line are now 
operated by Xplorer sets and have been extended to Armidale and Moree. In 
this scene, notice particularly the echo of the horn as the XPT speeds up the 
grades north of Quipolly.       (5-3-93) 

[56]:  4865 + 4854 + 4856 + 4883 on Up (empty) Coal train descending Whittingham 
Bank, about 9kms south-east of Singleton (239 kms north of Sydney). The train 
swiftly descending the long but relatively gentle grade makes a very pleasant 
picture, especially with the backdrop of the foothills of the Mount Royal 
Range. Notice the swaying of the waggons and the distinct “c1ickety clack”.  
(12-4-93) 

 The last nine scenes in this DVD, [57] to [65], were shot on the North Coast Line 
between Gloucester and Maitland. This very long line was originally a branch line 
and its course is quite different from what would normally be considered an inter-
capital main line: while not having severe gradients, it is particularly circuitous, 
the longest straight stretch being about 3.5 kilometres, north of Kempsey! Traffic 
is fairly heavy and the motive power mostly pure Alco: 442s in the majority, 
accompanied by 45s and 44s. This scene will change for ever in the near future, as 
these classes face withdrawal following the introduction of the 82 and 90 classes. 
Much of the line has pleasant, hilly scenery, and the relatively heavy traffic makes 
it quite popular with enthusiasts, if not with railway operating staff. 

[57]:  Up Freight (6382) hauled by 4479 (?) and 4536 (?) descending the 1 in 80 
from Monkerai to Dingadee, about 8 kms north of Dungog (245 kms north of 
Sydney).       (22-4-93) 

[58]:  Another Up Freight (6290) hauled by 4486 and two 442s at the same location 
and on the same day. 

[59]:  44222 + 4473 on an Up Freight (6384) coming through Gloucester station (309 
kms north of Sydney). Night shots with video are possible at Gloucester because 
of the good station lighting. This train was slackening speed as it came through 
the station, and finally stopped south of the station near the Milk factory to do 
some shunting.       (22-4-93) 

[60]:  Up Freight (6382) hauled by 44203 and 4516 near Dingadee, about 4 kms north 
of Dungog.       (23-4-93) 

[61]:  44215 on the Down Grafton Express (NL3 5) near Dingadee. This train ran 
only on Fridays on the Down and Sundays on the Up, except during school 
holidays, when it ran every day. It has now been replaced by an XPT, running 
every day throughout the year.       (23-4-93) 



[62]:  Down Freight (5MB5) hauled by three 442s at the same location as [61].  
(23-4-93). 

[63]:  Down Freight (6329) hauled by 4491 and 4469 “grumbling” up the grade towards 
Monkerai tunnel. There is a loop here and the train is slowly approaching the 
red signal at the top of the loop to await an Up train.       (23-4-93) 

[64]:  The Up train (6290) soon arrives, headed by 4468, 4486 and 4485, and continues 
on its way down the grade. 

[65]:  After waiting to see the Down train make its way into the tunnel, we strive to 
catch the Up train to “get another shot”! We just catch it at Rolleston Heights, 
about 2 kms south of Mindaribba, as it climbs a 1 in 88 grade before dropping 
down to cross the Hunter River near Oakhampton. The railway is slightly 
shorter than the road from Dungog to Paterson, and there was no time to set 
up the tripod, so that the last shot in the DVD is hand held! We trust viewers 
will agree with us that the slight unsteadiness is more than compensated for 
by the sight (and sound!) of the three 44s coming confidently up the grade and 
bringing this video to a fitting conclusion! 

*********** 

 The assistance of Glen Carter and Stephen Miller in providing some of the 
details for these Background Notes is gratefully acknowledged. Viewers 
who can provide corrections or further details appropriate to the information 
provided here are invited to communicate with us. Thank you! 
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